Nextbit is a consulting company focused on the utilization of Artificial Intelligence and Data Science to solve challenging problems and create innovative solutions. Our experts in A.I., advanced analytics, data engineering and user experience enable the evolution of several top multinationals by improving the decision making processes.

Nextbit is looking for:

- Data Scientists with a strong background in applied mathematics and statistics with the aim of implementing innovative algorithms within the field of Machine Learning or Deep Learning, developing new products and services that leverage the most advanced technologies to transform user experiences and businesses;

- Software Architect with a strong background in distributed computer architectures for the purposes of creating high-performance data processing solutions and real-time analytics, both in cloud and on-premise, as a Software Architect at Nextbit, you will play a central role in the delivery of new digital products and services based on Big Data, Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence aimed at transforming user experiences and businesses.

Both roles also include participation in new business ideation and business know-how in the following industries: banking, insurance, pharmaceutical, retail, logistics, telecommunication, manufacturing.